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In 1968, Warner/Seven Arts sold the film rights to Pierre Boulle's novel, *Monkey Planet*, to Twentieth Century-Fox, because the proposed production budget ran to a staggering twelve million dollars. Warner/Seven Arts had optioned the film rights from the three-man team of producer Arthur P. Jacobs, screenwriter Rod Serling and director Blake Edwards. Fox were keen to acquire a major science fiction property to follow the success of their *Fantastic Voyage*, released the previous year. The resulting film, *Planet of the Apes*, netted fifteen million dollars in American and Canadian first-run rentals and went on to spawn four sequels, a spin-off television series, a cartoon series and a whole host of merchandised items from comic books to ape masks, toys and games.

After Fox took on the project (and producer Jacobs) they hired Michael Wilson to work on Serling’s script in an effort to bring the lavish budget down to more realistic proportions. No longer did the Apes wear suits, drive cars or hang out in Simian night-clubs. They became an odd mixture of futuristic medical experimenters, carrying out lobotomies and vivisection on the less-intelligent humans, though they lived in cave-like houses, rode horses and used primitive rifles. By altering the depiction of the Ape society, the producer was able to budget the film at the more realistic figure of five million dollars.

Briefly, the first *Planet of the Apes* film tells the story of four astronauts, three men and one woman, who crash-land their space ship on a hostile planet. The woman dies on impact, her suspended animation chamber breaking open too soon, causing her to age to a wizened mummy in a matter of seconds. The three men escape from the ship only to discover that they have landed on a world where the advanced Apes hunt humans, who are a lower, non-lingual form of life, as vermin. The astronauts become the quarry of these terrible huntsmen. One of them is killed outright, the other two are captured and one of these, Taylor (Charlton Heston) is singled out by two Ape scientists, Dr Zira and Cornelius (Kim Hunter and Roddy McDowall) for medical experimentation.

But Taylor soon escapes, taking with him a female human, Nova (Linda
They head towards the Forbidden Zone, pursued by Dr Zaius (Maurice Evans), the head of the orangutan scientist class, and Zira and Cornelius. It is here on a desolate beach that Taylor learns the secret of the Planet of the Apes. Half-buried in the sand is the remains of the Statue of Liberty – Taylor’s ship has flown through a time gate and, in one of the most potent images in all science fiction cinema, is presented with the future of Earth.

Jacob’s choice of director, Franklyn J. Schaffner, proved a wise one. Schaffner is best known for his big budget features like Patton, Papillon and the recently-released (though less-than-successful) Boys from Brazil. Schaffner brought a rare dignity to the film, extracting strong performances from his actors, as well as keeping the special effects in control and to a minimum.

The Ape village was constructed inexpensively in what was then a relatively new process, sculpted from quick-drying polyurethane foam sprayed onto wire frames from a compressed air gun. The substance, though much stronger than either plastic or papier mache, is extremely light.

Perhaps the most famous single element of Planet of the Apes is the Academy Award winning makeup design of John Chambers, reputed to have cost almost one million dollars of the film’s budget. It was vital that the Ape makeup be completely believable as it was on screen almost constantly, often in close-ups. Chambers experimented, developing a blend of latex and porous paint which allowed the actors’ skin to breathe. In the early stages of production, the makeup took six hours to apply by a team of artists trained by Chambers. Further refinements allowed the time to be reduced to around three and a half hours.

The film was beautifully photographed by Academy Award winner, Leon Shamroy, and the special opticals, most notably employed in the closing Statue of Liberty scene, were created by L. B. Abbott, Arthur Cruikshank (who worked on Disney’s The Black Hole) and Emil Kosa Jr.

Planet of the Apes (1968) only scratched the surface of Ape society, the structure of which would be further developed in the sequels. The military are

Above: An incredibly young Roddy McDowall, long before the Apes pictures were even a twinkle in Twentieth Century-Fox’s eye. Below: Taylor (Charlton Heston) is the last to scramble to safety after his spaceship crash-lands on the Planet of the Apes (1969).
gorillas, the top scientists are orangutans and the rest of the group are chimpanzees. The society is ruled by a council of elder representatives from each group, though as later films would show, the gorillas would appear to be the most powerful group.

The movie is marred only by a couple of cheap gags. One has three orangutans striking the “hear no evil, see no evil, speak no evil” pose. This was shot by Schaffner as a joke to be included in the daily “rushes” and no more. However, Fox executives were so struck by the image of the scene that they demanded it be left in the final cut. Another has Zira saying, quite seriously, “human see, human do!” to the imprisoned Taylor.

**Planet of the Apes opened to lukewarm reviews.**

Completed after fifty-nine days of shooting, *Planet of the Apes* opened to lukewarm reviews by the critics, but ecstatic praise from the public.

With this smash hit on their hands, it was only natural that Fox should plan a sequel. *Beneath the Planet of the Apes* (1970), went into production the following year, scripted by ex-film critic Paul Dehn. Dehn was instructed to wrap up the saga with this film as Fox planned only one sequel. Dehn and his co-writer Mort Abrahams turned in a script with one of the most down-beat endings ever accorded to a major motion picture.

**Beneath the Planet of the Apes** opens with Taylor and Nova riding into the Forbidden Zone, repeated from the previous film. As they ride they are confronted by a wall of flame, which vanishes as quickly as it appears. As Taylor dismounts and walks towards the place where it had been he disappears completely. And simultaneously another spaceship crashes. Out of it crawls Brent (James Franciscus), the only survivor of a rescue mission sent after Taylor. He is found by Nova and the two of them head back towards Ape City, where they meet up with Zira. (Unfortunately, Roddy McDowall was unavailable for this picture and the Cornelius character was wisely omitted).

Brent and Nova set off for the Forbidden Zone again in search of Taylor, pursued by Dr Zaius and Ursus (James Gregory), the general of the Ape army. It is Ursus’ hope to finally disprove the rumour that humans had once ruled his planet.

Brent and Nova discover an entrance leading underground to the ruins of New York’s Grand Central Station—a beautiful matte painting by L. B. Abbott. Without warning Brent becomes possessed and attacks Nova, almost killing her. They are intercepted by several humans and taken
to the subterranean lair of the mutant survivors of the Third World War. These human mutants appear normal, although their main form of communication is telepathy.

Brent is locked up with the already imprisoned Taylor and, controlled by the mutants, the two are made to fight in a violent and bloody confrontation. Managing to break the control they escape to witness a macabre sight. The mutants are praying to the last remaining atomic bomb, intoning a weird litany that culminates with them peeling off their human masks and revealing their horrific, atomically-scarred faces. Suddenly the apes arrive on the scene and an all-out battle ensues. Nova and Brent are killed and Taylor, his stomach shot out, reaches the controls and detonates the bomb, finally obliterating the planet.

**Beneath the Planet of the Apes** was a fast, tough film.

**Beneath the Planet of the Apes**, like its forerunner, was accorded high production values, and was directed in a fast, tough style by Ted Post. Once again, John Chambers supervised the makeup, also designing the post-nuclear mutants' makeup.

Post married his film to the ending of **Planet of the Apes** so seamlessly that the two movies can be run one after the other as a three-hour feature with no appreciable jump.

With **Planet of the Apes** continuing to reap in the profits world-wide and its sequel also making the cash registers overflow, Fox realised they had made a mistake in asking writer Paul Dehn to terminate the series. They hired him once again to script a third film. The result was **Escape from the Planet of the Apes** (1971), considered by many to be the best of the series.

**The third Apes film contains many comic scenes.**

Zira and Cornelius aware that when it becomes known that Earth was once ruled by humans Ape society will crumble. Finding Brent's crashed spaceship they repair it and escape with another ape, Milo (Sal Mineo), Zira (Kim Hunter) and Cornelius (Roddy McDowell) arrive on Earth in the 20th century. Left: Caesar (Roddy McDowell) finds an armed-uprising in Conquest of the Planet of the Apes. After Milo is killed by a gorilla, it is discovered that Zira is pregnant. The world becomes enamoured of the talking intelligent apes and they are accepted into the highest circles. This gives director Don Taylor and writer Dehn a chance for some truly comic sequences, played brilliantly by Kim Hunter and Roddy McDowell. However it isn't long before the government begins to worry about the future of the world, realising that they have a chance to change the future
by destroying the two apes.

In a terrifying scene, Zira and Cornelius are mercilessly hunted down and killed. Zira’s newborn son is also apparently killed but in an epilogue we see that she has substituted an ordinary baby chip for her child and the real baby is in the care of circus owner Armado (Ricardo Montalban). The film closes with the baby chimp, cradled in Armado’s arms crying “Mama, mama”.

Don Taylor plays the film as an allegory and apart from the tragic ending, Conquest was originally planned as the last Apes film in the series.

the feature has a beautifully judged tone of satirical whimsy.

Once again, the Apes were a box-office success. The first film was reissued to another generation of viewers. Fox realised that the demand for further adventures had only marginally diminished and that there was still considerable box-office mileage in the Apes concept. Dehn was asked to write another movie, this time tying up as much of the mythology as possible which had started in the first three films.

Conquest of the Planet of the Apes (1972), directed by Englishman J. Lee McDowell enjoys a cigarette. Below: a group of militant gorillas voice their opinions in Battle for the Planet of the Apes (1970)
Thompson (Cape Fear, Guns of Navarone etc.) is also the most uncompromising in its presentation of a future world, ruled by a ruthless dictator, Governor Breck (Don Murray). Breck’s world is a police state, twenty years on from Escape from Planet of the Apes. He fears that the child of the talking apes still lives and is not reassured by the disease that has spread through the world, killing off all domestic pets. Humans demanding animal company turn to apes, first as pets, then as slaves. Apes are conditioned with fire and electricity to be completely compliant to their human masters. But society is disrupted when a revolution is instigated by Caesar (Roddy McDowall again), the son of Cornelius and Zira, who has been brought to the city by Armado.

The film seemed to be trying to put across an allegorical racial message, but somewhere along the line the message became garbled and is hardly apparent.

By the time of Conquest, John Chambers acted only in an advisory capacity on the film, the actual makeup being supervised by Donald Striepke who had worked as Chambers’ assistant on Escape.

Young jazz musician Tom Scott, best known for his work with singer Joni Mitchell and as composer of the original theme for the tv series Starsky and Hutch turned in an appropriately discordant score, which further added to the violent mood of the film.

Box office returns were down on this film. The public appeared to be tiring of the concept. But even though the take was less, Fox still felt that they could squeeze one more feature from the formula and bring the story the full circle to the beginning of the first feature of the series.

Battle for the Planet of the Apes, made in 1973 and written by John William Corrington and Joyce Hooper Corrington, was also directed by J. Lee Thompson. It tells the story of the world following a nuclear holocaust, a result of a war between apes and humans. The world is divided into three factions: the peaceful chimps, led by Caesar, the militant gorillas, led by Aldo (Claude Atkins) and the mutant humans who live in the ruins of civilisation, which presumably became the Forbidden Zone as the years passed. Aldo allies himself with the leader of the mutants, Kolp (Severan Darden), in an all-out attack on Ape City. Like the earlier Thompson film, Battle is strong on physical violence, though by this time the series was
considered to be aimed more towards the young market. Once again it seemed the movie was trying to impart some kind of message, although with the confused and confusing plot it is difficult to understand what the message was.

The *Monthly Film Bulletin* perhaps summed up the film best when it described the political content: "Some-

The sets and masks from the films were used in the TV series.

where beneath the routine action and adventure, a small voice still appears to be whispering something about present-day racial intolerance, although the juxtaposition of black and white humans with good chimpanzees and bad gorillas ensures that the message is muffled."

Fox tried to get yet more mileage from the sets and masks by using them in a thirteen episode television series in 1974. Even more than the final films in the series, it was aimed at a pre-teen market and as is so often the case with children’s shows, the producers underestimated the intelligence of their audience.

Following the demise of the television

The cartoon series died a well-deserved death.

series, a limited animation version of the idea was produced, only to die a well-deserved death within a few episodes.

Despite the somewhat sad end of the Apes series, the five feature films remain unique in film history. They presented a consistently high record of production values—technical credits almost always being of the highest order. And through screenings on British television, the Saga of the Planet of the Apes is being introduced to a whole new generation of Apes fans.